Control of metabolic energy by space systems. Part 1: theoretical reports of space flow structure and function.
In past papers, a notion emerged that space had elements common to the energy of atomic shells to which it could flow by paths to control metabolic energy of animate systems. This paper examines several authors on the structure and function of space energy wave bundle flows seeking mechanisms for metabolic control. The application of time to these waves provides two compartments, time symmetric and time asymmetric, respectively imaginary and real, in a sensitively balanced state as part of a specific system from space to orbits. Disturbance to the balance, where minimal, results in a reflection outside the system to the heat bath consistent with physiology. Arbitrarily more than minimal, results in pathology. A black-hole-like monitor maintains the balance in alliance with a multi-system space stream, the meridian of traditional Chinese medicine. This macroscopic state is now consistent with manipulation using conventional electronics, by way of remedy.